For many years Sassanid Empire has been attracting a continuing popularity of scientists from around the world. It is examined by historians as a powerful element of the geopolitical puzzle Eurasia during the period of late antiquity, and the orientalists who study the history and culture of Iran in the period before the birth of Islam. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that there are very little monographies about the Empire in the period of late antiquity, and the orientalists who study the history and culture of Iran in the period before the world. It is examined by historians as a powerful element of the geopolitical puzzle Eurasia during the 19th century. Rawlinson and Voux created works of the crucial importance.\(^1\) With the development of archaeological research conducted in Iran in the 30s and 40s of the 20th century when the interest of great Sassan’s descendants were arising. The result of this research was quoted by many researchers all over the world work by Christian sen.\(^2\) The subsequent monographs were written only in the 80s and 90s of the 20th century by Frey and the third volume of the monumental history of Iran issued by the University of Cambridge and the monograph Chegini and Nikitin.\(^3\) In the first decade of the 21st century the monograph on the history of Iran's Sassanid wrote Daryae. \(^4\)

The Mochalov’s and Polezhaev’s work is a synthetic attempt to present the history of Iran in that period. The book issued by the Lomonosov’s publishing house in a series of monographs "History / Geography / Ethnography" presents a very concise picture of the history of the Sassanid state. The recipient becomes encouraged by simple language, linear narrative, lack of problematic chapters and an excellent selection of sources fragments presented in the form of an annex. The authors did not avoid minor mistakes, however they not decrease cognitive value especially for the reader for whom this book would be the first encounter with this subject. Michael Mochalov is a historian interested in the Middle East in ancient times. His current research interests were focused on the development and decline of the Neo-Assyrian monarchy, which he has devoted two books so far.\(^5\) In his works he is trying to focus on the political history of the ancient powers. For Dmitry Polezhaev, historian, the “Sassanids’ Lease 224s – 653s”  is the literary debut.

The work of Russian historians has been divided into eight chapters: Ардашир I, Шапур I, Меж двумя Шапурами. Империя в 272 – 309 годах, Шапур II Великий - долгожитель при власти, Военный кодекс Сасанидов, Сасанидская держава в 379 - 498 годах, Золотая эпоха, Упадок и гибель Сасанидского Ирана (Ардашир I, Шапур I, Between Shapur’s. Empire in 272 – 309, Shapur II the Great - live long in power, Sassanid’s arsenal, Sassanid state in 379s – 498s, Gold Age, The fall of the Sassanid Empire). The content of individual parts corresponds to titles. Additionally, authors inserted the table of battles fought by the army of Iran. The table clarifies which of the Kings fought a battle, where, when, with which from neighbouring Rulers, and what was the result. Another annex is a collection of source fragments corresponding to described in the work events in which the reader will find, among other extensive extracts of Ammianus Marcellinus, John of Ephesus, Bishop Sebeos and Ferdousi.

The historians’ book presents a very modern interpretations of the history of the Iranian Sassanid, presenting a content that reflects the opinion of modern scholars on various aspects of its functioning. They emphasise that the Sassanid Empire was a continuation of Arsaciades Imperium Parthicum and, not a completely new geopolitical creation. And so, instead of applied since the Rowllison’s New Persian Empire the modern scholars started to write more often about Sassanian-Parthian Confederacy.\(^6\) Families of Parthian
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origins constituted the elite of the royal court in Ctesiphon. Studies highlight the contribution of the most important Parthian families of Iranian Plateau in the development of the Iranian Sassanid dominion of which are two Russian authors are well versed. An excellent example of their good knowledge of the present more than one week research jokingly emphasises the importance of Parthian clans and their importance in Iran HISTORIY: since the outbreak of the war between Ardashir I and IV Artaban weightingly in 224. Mochalov and Polezhaev emphasise the role of the Suren clan in the success of Ardashir against Arsacides. Russian researchers pay also attention to the fact that Parthian clans Karin, Suren and Mehran ruled the important countries belonging to the Sassanid Iran: Armenia, Chorastans and Caucasian Albania.

The authors describe a highly efficient complex period of fighting between Iran and Rome in the mid-third century. On deeper reflection, however, deserve their description of a peace treaty between Philip Arab blindly say that Zonaras besides huge financial compensation Rome agreed to the inclusion of parts of Armenia and northern Mesopotamia to Iran. This assertion, however, is not justified. About territorial cession in favour of Iran does not write any source outside the Western Zonaras, and Shapur inscriptions on the Fars called Res Geste Divii Saporii do not mention a word about clawing heritage of his ancestors back from Romans. Regaining control of Armenia, Lazica and Iberia, and the provinces of northern Mesopotamia was for Sassanids a strategic objective. It allowed to control countries, still formally governed by a Arsacids included culturally in the Eran Sharhar. The issue of recovery of the satrapy of the Mesopotamian torn Arsacides by Severius was undertaken in almost all offensive operations conducted by the kings of Iran in the third century and the first half of the fourth century. It is doubtful that Shapur I do not describe such success if indeed it took place.

Another issue that needs a comment is addressed by the authors issue of the expedition Emperor Karus (282 - 283). It was a venture of a special meaning in the relationship of the Empire of Iran in the third century sense, because it was the only one which ended for the Roman Empire with a success in the 3rd century for which life has paid the commander of the army of the Romans, Emperor Karus. The authors already in the introduction indicate that they want to pay attention to it and raise the issue of mysterious death of the ruler asking: “Например что же все-таки случилось с победоносным императором Каром в палатке под Ктесифоном?”, (What happened for example with the victorious Emperor Karus in a tent under Ctesiphon?) Unfortunately, the authors devoted too little place to this war not bothering an attempt to explain the causes of the disaster of the expedition, and unfortunately they do not take the effort to clarify the causes of death of the Emperor. The thunderstruck which repeat the epoch authors concisely is one of the constant elements of historical literature from the 3rd and 4th centuries. Unusual weather events and unforeseen catastrophes characterized the world whose inhabitants could not understand. The truth of the theory of lightning shocks was considered right even in science in 30s of the last century. Today, researchers rather agree that Karus after the capture of the capital of Iran was assassinated by his own corps officers. Incorrect information is that supposedly Numerian, who took power after his father withdrew without starting peace talks with Wahram II. Numerian considered the war ended after compromised himself to losing in Carrhae of 284, then he returned to Rome trying to safe his position in the state. It also is not certain if he could start peace talks
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because we are not certain if the army that broke up the Romans in Carrhae, was commanded personally by Wahram. The Romans successes in Mesopotamia resulted from tearing Iran dynastic war between Wahram II and his brother Hormizd the king of Sistan of 283 – 285.¹⁸ As a result, Wahram could stay against the Romans on another front and send one of the aristocrats loyal to him. In the table battle which is placed as an annex to the book any information about the war from the years 283 – 284 cannot be found.¹⁹

In the chapter on Szapur II (309 - 379), authors present different dates of battles in Armenia, instead of publishing their table as an annex to the book. Mochalov and Polezhayev describe the first conquest of Shapur’s camp in Atropatene by sparapet Mamikonian in 372, and then battle of Bagabanta in 373.²⁰ In the table authors provide information about the pending battle of Bagabanta and the subsequent, winning for the Armenians battle in the camp in the Persian Atropatene. Both battles took place in 373.²¹ The incorrect sequence of events in the table should be noted. Sparapet Musztak from the clan of Mamikonias actually destroyed the army of Shapur I and took captive all his harem in the Atropatene camp in 372.²² The battle of Bagabanta or Wagabanta took place in the summer of 373. The successive cavalry of Iran batches were stopped by the Roman legions, but did not smite the army of Shapur because the emperor Valens (364 - 378) strictly forbade going into the pursuit of escapers and taking offensive action against the Iranians not to provoke Shapur to break the peace treaty from 11 VII of 363.²³

The synthetic character of the book also forces on the authors some simplifications and causes in an unacquainted incorrect overview of some of the processes that took place in Iran in the of 5th century. There is no doubt that after many conflicts with Rome in the first half of the 4th century and implementation almost all assumed by the Sassanid political purposes resulted in the fact that the empire rulers focused on the internal affairs. Furthermore, the changing geopolitical environment in this period forced the Sassanids to change the direction of their policy in the Eastern one. In 468 they done a powerful expedition against living in border areas of Sistan Kidaryts. The King’s army won their capital Walam and relocated survivors to the region of northern India.²⁴ Iran, like the Roman Empire, during this period was also faced with the onslaught of nomadic tribes which arrived from Asia. White Huns, or as some of the contemporaneous historians call them the Hephthalites, in the 70s and 80s of the 5th century plundered far eastern rims of Iran significantly reducing economic potential of the region. The problem for contemporaneous rulers in Ctesiphon were also nomads which came from behind the Caspian gates: the Huns and Alans. Fights with the nomads from the steppe will have become the Peroz cause of the tragic death when he was trying to pacify them in 484. The tragic death of the ruler becomes a hotbed of long and bloody civil war between the pretenders to the throne of Iran.

The disastrous expedition organized by the King become permanently inscribed into consciousness of Iranians. Dynastic disputes were the Sassanid, just like the previous dynasty Arsacydów, a problem which has repeatedly negatively affect the defense capabilities of the state. This was particularly dangerous, especially in a situation in which aggressive actions were taken by the Roman emperors. All these factors have led to impairment significantly the economy of the empire and completely emptied the royal treasury. Another pressing issue for Sassanids in the 5th century was the problem of the Caucasus monarchy. Intensive actions aimed to make the elite of these communities fight with Sassanids were mainly focused on trying to get them involved with the court in Ctesiphon. In the light of vast social masses Sassanids were focused to break them away from the Christian religion and enforce on them Zoroastrianism. Especially when strong repressions become a source of ruling against Iran, administration took place in 483 – 484. The authors of the book do not see in this revolt effects of anti-Christian policy of King Peroz court.²⁵ Nevertheless, it should be noted that the symbol of the repression used by Sassanids to Armenians and Georgians, was the martyrdom of St. Shushanik.²⁶ The martyr was the princess of Armenian family of Mamikonians known from their resistance to the policy of the court in Ctesiphon. She was married to a Vardan, the Georgian prince
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from the principality of Lower Kartlia, which was the Sassanid steward of the region. The Georgian king and Persian satrap is portrayed as a symbol of national betrayal till today. Vardan overstrained his wife with fanciful tortures when she refused to convert to Zoroastrianism. The martyr's death of Princess of 17 IX of 472 was the signal for resistance, which mobilized Armenian and Iberian nobles of to fight against Iranian domination. Summarising the discussion on the excerpt of two Russian researchers, it can concluded that the only rising issues of race and religion, which will drain the Iranian treasury of the state gradually will force Sasanids to reorganize the foreign policy of the West in the second half of the fifth century, which the authors seem not to notice. Their attempts to explain the reasons of the start of the Iranian expeditions against the Empire of 502 seem to be a little bit naive. Authors of the monograph suggest that the king Kawad hoped for a swift victory over the armies of the Emperor because of the support he was supposed to receive from Heftalites and other interdependent peoples. The reason of the invasion was going to be a desire to force the Romans tribute to maintain the Caucasian Gate, unfortunately it is said to be a formal cause. It should be noted once again that hat the authors intentionally or negligently mislead the reader. The problem of securing the northern border of Iran from nomads of the “Black Sea”, the area of today's Ukraine and southern Russia from attacks of nomadic tribes was common for Empire and Iran, in principle, from the 3rd century. The problem of maintaining fortresses in the Caucasus region was already signaled by the peace treaty concluded by Philip I and Shapur. Probably in 244 the Roman Empire for the first time committed itself to permanent financial contribution to Iran in order to maintain security strongholds protecting northern Armenia, Syria and the north western part of Asia Minor from nomads invasions. The peace treaty of 244, the year in which the Tiber empire of the Tiber to Iran 500 000 dinars is frequently referred to as the first in which the Empire committed itself to maintain the defense system in the Caucasus. Since the 3rd century the problem of maintaining fortresses which were supposed to protect both Empires from nomads was a stable element of policy between them. It should be emphasized that the war itself of 502 – 506 was the first military conflict between the superpowers on a large scale, from the moment of signing the peace treaty by both parties in 363 that has been described by the authors quite accurately. Unfortunately, it is difficult to agree with the summary of the conflict. The authors in fact state quite generally, that through prolonging battles with hordes of Huns which ravaged the Plateau Iranian region and Armenia in 506, signed peace treaty which perpetuated prewar status quo. It is therefore necessary to more closely analyze the end of several years of conflict. During the armistice talks in the autumn of 506, the Romans were represented by Celer and Areobindus. On behalf of Kawad the ceasefire was signed by the commander of the army in the rank of spahbad. Both sides committed to suspend hostilities for seven years. Furthermore, in agreement on ceasefire, Romans agreed to pay the Persians of 500 pounds of gold every year. There also came to war prisoners exchange. Sasanids failed to destroy the system of Roman fortifications in the region. Amide, which modernization annoyed so much Sasanids commanders, returned under the control of the emperor. In addition, the Romans were able to expand the system of fortifications in the East creating a powerful fortress in Darra. The Persians conquered the Roman part of Armenia, nevertheless it was still a safety hinterland for escaping from persecution of Armenian aristocrats. Although, it can be argued, the ceasefire treaty restored the status quo, but only if we take into account the territorial cessions. Kawad managed to fill the treasury state with gold and ransoms plundered from Amida and abduct many captives to Iran. But the most important achievement of the king, which should be noted by historians of Iran in this period, was the consolidation of power and the effective transfer of tensions inside the country beyond its borders.

We also should refer to the poorly explained by the authors causes of the Caucasus war, which broke out in 526, and quickly swept across the Middle East, becoming the next picture of widening circles of conflict with Iran Empire in the sixth century. The Roman historian, Procopius extremely accurately describes
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to Sauromaces - Lazica had been divided between empires: the western part of today's Georgia or Lazica was assigned before warfare, the fact of which authors seem not to notice. From the time of Emperor Valens Iberia and the signing by both parties of the ceasefire in November the 506. It also matters that the Caucasus was a day for starting the war with the Empire. But the fact is that the tension in the region has grown substantially since as an insult even more from taking Lazyka and broke off talks with Rome.
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expedition by Persians - the siege of Alexandria. The city resisted fiercely, and after a long siege surrendered in the June of 619. Russian researchers seem to perceive the uniqueness of the situation and emphasize the importance, highlighting the issue of Egyptian in a separate chapter. And it's hard to deny them. As noted Jalalipur, it is significant that Sassanids, who had previously abstained from permanent conquests, satisfying only the economic needs by ravaging Roman provinces and in this way maintained a huge country and a large group of government employees for ten years. Interestingly, Sassanids during his reign over Egypt in 619 + 629 were favorably accepted by Christians Monophysites. Christians of monophysites churches fiercely fought down by the imperial administration, stubbornly promoting after Chalcedon orthodoxy.

To the observations devoted to Iran's exploitation of this rich country, in principle, should only be added an information about the governor of the country, which played in the empire of Chosroes an extremely important role. Egypt was governed by an elected by the king an official Saraleneozan, who acted in the occupied country administrative and military roles. The official collected taxes, passed judgments, and after the departure from Egypt of the great leader Scharbaraz was also involved in the supervision of the occupying army garrisons in the province. Saraleneozan, of course if we accept that it is a proper name, not the one distorted in the court message title, was in the empire of King Khosrau Parweza an officer of competence marzaban, although as states Jalalipur preserved on papyrus lists punish him calling, karframan-idar which can be translated as "a regional judge".

The book has been published in an aesthetic way, unfortunately, the authors did not plan to enrich it with a map! And so the reader may only depend on territorial descriptions of Iran in a particular periods. It should be noted that the borders of the Sassanid Empire evolved dynamically over nearly a half thousand years. Especially in the first and last period of the monarchy Sassanid borders Iran changed extensively: when Ardashir fought with neighboring countries supporting Arsacides in the twenties of the third century, and the Chosroes II conquered the Middle East after the death of Emperor Maurice in 602. It can also be noticed that the borders of the territories conquered by the king were comparable to the achievements of the Achaemenid old Persian era. The eye delight cleverly chosen by the authors illustrations placed over each introduction to the book chapters.

Summing up, the book two Russian historians, even though the material is uneven, is an excellent introduction to the history of Iran during the Sassanid monarchy for people who have not been in contact with the subject. The book despite minor factual glitches, serves as a brief guide to the history of the Middle East in the period preceding the advent of Islam. Despite the many deficiencies, the authors ably and smoothly outline dynasty, which nearly 450 years reign coincided to a period of dynamic changes in the region. The war which was led by the Roman Empire was contributed to the scale and speed of the Islam development in the seventh century. The Sassanid reign also had an impact on population movements in the region and change the ethic transformations of the population. Culture of Iran from the times of reign of this dynasty lasted much longer than lived the descendants of the Sassan family.

Small format, accessible language, sparingly used in scientific apparatus - was transferred almost entirely to the end of the book, which constitute unquestionable advantages for both the reader unrelated to his scientific work, and for students. The work’s bibliography is an important guide for the Polish reader. Let us hope that the synthesis will be also released in our country and become a means of scientific development for students, and introduction for those interested in the ancient Orient. Polish market is clearly lacking popular science monographs on the history of Iran during this period. Sassanid state still requires a new research because, as the authors note in the summary, it was active in the international arena since its birth and was one of the centers of the late antic world.
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